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Maneuvers 
Action Description Move Points Defenses 

All-Out 
Attack 

Attack with Ready weapon, picking one bonus: 
Melee: +4 to hit, attack a single foe twice, Free 
Feint, or +2 damage (or +1 per die). Ranged: +1 
to hit. 

Half, but 
only forward 
and before 
attack. 

None until your 
next turn.  Good 
luck. 

Attack Make a melee or ranged attack with a single 
Ready weapon.  

Step.  Any. 

All-Out 
Defense 

Either +2 to an active defense of your choice, or 
may apply two different active defenses against 
one attack (incl. parry with 2 different weapons). 

Step. Half if 
picked +2 
Dodge. 

Any, as per 
Description. 

Move and 
Attack 

Ranged attack at worse of -2 or bulk penalty, no 
bonus from aim. Melee attack: either Slam or 
worse of -4 and a 9- roll. Attack can be made at 
any point during your move. 

Full. -2 on 
any move 
rolls needed 

Any. Not with the 
hand you used to 
attack, and may not 
Retreat. 

Feint Roll a quick contest against an opponent you 
could attack in melee; each rolling the best of: 
DX, skill for any ready melee weapon (incl. 
unarmed), Cloak or Shield. That opponent takes 
your margin of victory as a penalty to active 
defenses against your attacks until the end of 
your next turn. 

Step. Any. Stupid to parry 
with unbalanced 
weapon, however. 

Aim Get Acc bonus after one action; +1 if braced. 
Extra +1 on second two and three of aiming. If 
injured, make a Will roll or lose your bonus. 

 Step; or no 
(if braced). 

Any; but lose aim 
bonus if you do. 

Move On your second turn of moving you can sprint: +1 
move point. 

Full or 
sprinting 

Any; attackers get 
move penalty. 

Change 
Posture 

It takes two actions to stand up, everything else 
takes only one action. See separate table. 

None. Any 

Concentrate Mental actions or spell casting. If you rolled 
active defense, was knocked down, injured, or 
otherwise distracted: Will-3 or must start over. 

Step. Any; but Will-3 or 
start over if you do. 

Ready Prepare item for use, change target reach, regain 
control of unwieldy weapon, open/close doors, 
change hands/grip, switch advantages on or off. 

Step. Any. 

Do Nothing You are stunned, surprised, trying to avoid falling 
unconscious, or planning your next move. 

None. Any; -4 if stunned 

Wait As Do Nothing, but specify one specific event that 
will trigger an Attack, All-Out Attack, Feint or 
Ready maneuver from you. Define exactly what 
you will do. 

As triggered 
action. You 
can take the 
movement 
on your turn, 
or as part of 
the reaction, 
but not 
both. 

Any, but turns any 
All-Out Attack into 
Attack. If you’ve 
already moved as 
part of an All-Out 
Attack you cannot 
defend. 

Stop Trust Specialized Wait, requiring a ready thrusting 
weapon. Attack or All-Out Attack any one foe 
who moves towards you to make a melee attack 
or evade. +1 damage per two full hexes your 
target moved towards you. 

Step: Move 1 hex in any direction or go from kneeling to standing or back. Turn to face any hex. Take your 
step either before or after the rest of your maneuver. 
Movement: “Full” gives you points equal to your Move, “Half” gives Move/2 (round up).  
Sprint: +1 Move if the whole move is forwards. After each 15 sec of sprinting, roll HT or Running. On a 
failure, lose one FP.  
Brace: Rest a crossbow on a solid surface for a +1 to Acc.  
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Attacks 
Before you roll: State what weapon, what target (character and hit location), and what options you are 
using. If you fail to specify, you are assumed to be using the top most attack mode on your character 
sheet, and targeting the torso. “I swing my mace at this orc’s face” “A cutting attack with my rapier, rolling 
for location, against this guy”  
 
Target Torso: The default option. Good for high damage attacks without the precision for a better target. 
Target Vitals (-3): x3 damage for impaling and piercing. The go to target for thieves with knives. 
Target Armor Chinks; Torso (-8): Half DR for impaling and piercing. If your blows keep bouncing off armor. 
Target Armor Chinks; Vitals (-10): Combine the above effects.  
Target Neck (-5): x2 damage for cutting, x1.5 for crushing.  
Target Weapon (Reach 2+: -3, Reach 1 or ranged: -4, C: -5): Additional -2 for disarm without a fencing 
weapon. Damage to object (Exploits 55; HP table on 102), or disarm (Exploits 37) 
Target Eyes (-9): Impaling or piercing. Usually no armor. Damage over HP/10 destroys eye, remaining 
damage goes against brain (x4 damage).  
 
Reach weapons take a -4 penalty for each enemy hex they attack through. 
Attack from above: -2 to hit, -2 to defend, dropping is considered a step, deal falling damage to yourself 
and foe separately from your attack.  
 
Dual-Weapon Attack: Trade one attack for an attack with each of two ready weapons (or ready unarmed 
hands). Each attack is at -4. The off-hand attack also takes the usual off-hand penalty (-4 unless 
ambidextrous). Target a single foe who takes -1 to defend against both attacks, or two adjacent foes. 
Rapid Strike: Trade one attack for two penalized attacks with a single weapon. Both attacks take a -6 or -3 
if you have Weapon Master or Trained by a Master. You cannot both dual-weapon attack and rapid strike 
in the same turn, it’s one or the other.  
Deceptive Attack: For each -2 you take on an attack roll, your target takes minus -1 on his active defenses 
(or his Dodge, for ranged attacks) against the attack. You cannot reduce your chance beyond a minimum 
effective skill of 10. A good way to deal with people who keep dodging, and are too skilled to fall for your 
feints.  
 
Kick: -2 to hit, roll DX or fall on a miss. +1 damage compared to a punch, Reach C,1. 
Shove: DX or Sumo Wrestling. Thr (-1 per die unless using both hands). Double knockback, but no damage.  
 

Postures 
Att: Modifier to melee attacks, Def: Modifier to active defenses, Target: modifier to hit your torso, groin, 
or legs. 

Posture Att Def Target Change Posture to: Movement 

Standing +0 +0 +0 Any; Kneel as step Normal; may sprint 

Crouching -2 +0 -2 Any; See below +1/2 point per hex 

Sitting -2 -2 -2 Any None 

Kneeling -2 -2 -2 Any; Standing as step +2 point per hex 

Crawling* -4** -3 -2 Any +2 point per hex 

Lying Prone* -4 -3 -2*** Sitting, Crawling, Kneeling 1 hex/turn 

Lying face up* -4 -3 -2*** Sitting, Crawling, Kneeling 1 hex/turn 

* SM+0 or bigger humanoids occupy 2 hexes while crawling or lying down 
** Reach C attacks only. 
*** All ranged attacks against you are at -2, unless attacker is above you and closer than his own height 
from you. 
Crouching: You can choose to crouch as a free action at the start of your turn; and/or at the end of your 
turn IF you haven’t moved more than a step. You can leave a crouch as a free action at any time. 
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Active Defense 
Dodge: Basic Speed +3 
Parry: Melee Skill/2 +3 (-4 per previous parry this turn) 
Block: (Shield, Cloak, or Wrestling/DX)/2 +3 (once per turn) 
Shields and Cloaks: Simply having a shield or a cloak (and a hand free to 
use it) gives a bonus on ALL active defenses from your shield side. 
Fencing Parries (F): half multiple parry penalty, +3 parry with retreats, but 
takes encumbrance penalty. 
Unbalanced Parries (U): Cannot both parry and attack in the same turn. 
Breaking: Parrying weapons x3 its weight may break weapons (Exploits 49) 
Blocking with grabbed foe: If you have lifted a foe, you can block with him. 
 
Acrobatic Dodge: Make an Acrobatics or DX-6 roll. On a success you get +2 
on a dodge roll, if you fail you take -2.  
Retreat: Melee Active Defense option. Take a Step directly away as part of 
Defense roll. +3 to Dodge, +1 to Block or Parry. Additional +2 to Parry 
based on Boxing, Judo, Karate, Main-Gauche, Rapier, Saber, or Smallsword. 
Dodge and Drop: Ranged Active Defense option. +3 to Dodge vs one foe 
this turn, but you are now prone. 
Dive for Cover: Dodge with +3, on a success you can reach cover within 
about a step or move a step further from attack.  

Tactical Movement 
Your basic move points is your Move. Maneuvers which only allow a half 
move give you half as many points (round up). Every character must clearly 
be in one hex (unless lying down) and facing one of the sides at all time. 

Step: Move 1 hex in any direction or go from kneeling to standing or back. 
Turn to face any hex (at beginning or end of turn). Take your step either 
before or after the rest of your maneuver. Steps ignore movement points. 
Forward Movement: Move into one of the 3 hexes in front of your 
character, turning to face the side opposite the one you entered. 
Sidestep/Backward: Move into a neighboring hex without changing facing. 
Evading: Moving through an opponent’s hex, while they actively try to stop 
you. Quick Contest of DX with the following modifiers: -5 if foe is standing, 
-2 if kneeling, or +5 if lying down, +2 from the side, +5 from behind. If your 
foe wins, your turn ends in close combat (with you in their hex).  

Forward Movement: 1 point/hex. 
Sidestep or backward: 2 points/hex. 
Facing change before a move: 1 point/side.  
Lying: 1 hex/turn. 
Crouching: +½ point/hex. 
Kneeling: +2 points/hex. 
Crawling: +2 points/hex. 
Minor obstruction: +1 point/hex. 
Treacherous ground/shallow water: +1 points/hex. 
Gentle slope: +½ point/hex 
Steep Slope/Stairs: +1 points/hex. 

If you have half your move points left at the end of your turn, you can 

choose any facing you want. Otherwise, you can only change facing by one 

hex side. 

Attack Checklist 

1. Attack Roll 
2. Roll Active Defence 
3. Roll Damage 
4. (Roll Hit Location:3d) 
5. Subtract DR 
6. Damage Multiplier 
7. Take damage 
8. Check if taken out 
Target Movement Speed 
& Range Penalty Chart 

Speed Penalty 

2 yd 0 

3 yd -1 

5 yd -2 

7 yd -3 

10 yd -4 

15 yd -5 

20 yd -6 

30 yd -7 

50 yd -8 

70 yd -9 

100 yd -10 

150 yd -11 

x10 -6 more  

Penalty to attack things 
that moved last turn 
depending on how fast 
they moved, and/or how 
fast attacker’s ride is 
moving. 

Opportunity fire 
Wait Maneuver to fire at 

first target within an area. 

Area 
Covered  

Penalty 

1 Hex -0* 

2 Hexes -1 

3-4 Hexes -2 

5-6 Hexes -3 

7-10 Hexes -4 

11+ Hexes -5 

Single line -2 

* Count each wait 
maneuver as a turn of 
Aiming when covering a 
single hex. 
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Hit Location 
Roll Location Minus Effects Cripple 

-- Eye -9 [1,2] HP/10 

3-4 Skull -7 [1,2]  

5 Face -5 [1,2,3]  

6-7 Leg (R) or Tail(-3) -2 [4] HP/2 

8 Arm (R) -2 [5] HP/2 

9 Chest or Wings (-2) 0 [6] HP/2 (wing) 

10-11 Chest 0   

-- Groin -3 [1]  

12 Arm (L) -2 [5] HP/2 

13-14 Leg (L) or Tail(-3) -2  HP/2 

15 Hand -4 [5] HP/3 

16 Foot -4  HP/3 

17-18 Neck -5 [1]  

-- Vitals -3 [1]  

1: A miss by one hits torso instead. 
2: Use the Critical Head Blow Table for crits. 
3: Treat attacks from behind as hitting Skull instead. 
4: On a target with both legs and a useful tail (not catfolk), a random hit 
has a 1 in 6 chance of hitting the tail.  
5: Treat as Leg or Foot for creatures with more than two legs. 
6: If the target has wings, count as Wings, otherwise count as Chest. 

Damage 
1. Roll damage 
2. Divide by two if at over 1/2D range  
3. Subtract the target’s DR / any armor divisor 
4. Multiply by wounding modifier (which may vary by location).  

Knockdown: If you take more that ½ your HP in a single attack, Cripple a 
Limb, or get hit in the head (skull, face, or eye), or Vitals, you need to 
roll HT (+3 for high pain threshold; -5 for ½ your HP to Face, Vitals, or 
Male Groin; -10 for ½ your HP to skull or eye). On a failure, you are 
prone, stunned (No Nothing until you make a HT on your turn), and lose 
what you were holding. If you fail by 5 or more, you are unconcious. 
Shock: Whenever you take damage, your DX and IQ are reduced by 1 per 
point of damage for the next turn up to -4 (-8 for male groins). With HP 
over 20, it’s reduced by 1 per HP/10 points instead. 
Crippling: Doing high enough damage to a limb or eye can render it 
useless. Any damage above this minimum is simply ignored (except for 
eyes). Crippling causes Knockdown, and renders the limb useless until 
healed. If the damage dealt was more than twice the minimum, the limb 
is completely destroyed. 

Effects of being damaged 
Less than 1/3 your HP left: Halve your Move and Dodge.  
0 HP or less: Roll HT each turn to stay conscious unless you Do Nothing. -
1 for every full negative multiple of your HP. 
-1xHP: Whenever you pass a negative multiple of HP, roll HT to not die. 
Failing this roll by three or more means instant death, failing by 1 or 2 
means “merely” a mortal wound (Exploits 60).  
-5xHP: You are dead. D. E. D. Dead.  
-10xHP: Total bodily destruction. Red mist territory. 

Wounding Multiplier 
Piercing (pi-): x0.5. 

Burning (burn), corrosion (cor), 
crushing (cr), fatigue (fat), 
piercing (pi), & toxic (tox): x1. 

Cutting (cut) & piercing (pi+): x1.5 

Impaling (imp)&piercing (pi++): x2 

Special Location Notes 
Arm/Leg/Wing (-2): HP/2 
cripples. Impaling, pi+ and pi++ 
damage is only x1. 
Chinks (Other; -10): Half Rigid DR 
Chinks (Torso; -8): Half Rigid DR 
Eyes (-9): imp or pi only, HP/10 
cripples, otherwise treat as skull 
with no extra DR. 
Face (-5): Corrosion gets x1.5. 
Groin (-3): Males take double 
shock from crushing damage and -
5 to resist knockdown. 
Hand/foot (-4): HP/3 cripples.  
Neck (-5): Crushing and Corrosion 
gets x1.5, cutting gets x2! 
Skull (-7): +2 DR, -10 to resist 
knockdown, all damage types 
except toxic deal: x4 
Tail (-3): HP/2 cripples. Impaling, 
pi+ and pi++ damage is only x1. 
Vitals (-3): Impaling, any piercing, 
and non-AoE burning (lasers): x3  

Unconsciousness 
1 or more HP: 15 minutes.  
above -1xHP, but negative: roll 
HT every hour to wake up.  
At -1xHP or below, you get one 
chance to wake up with HT roll 
after 12 hours. After that, you 
need to make a HT roll every 12 
hours to not die (awake or not). 
Seek medical help. 

Fatigue 
After a Battle: take encumbrance 
level as FP damage. 
 
Less than 1/3 your FP left: Halve 
your Move and Dodge. Half ST on 
ST rolls, but not damage rolls. 
0 FP or less: Roll Will to stay 
conscious unless you Do Nothing. 
Further loss also costs HP. 
-1xFP: You pass out. 
10min of rest to recover 1FP. 
5min with Fit or Recover Energy. 
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Spell Types and Casting 
If you make an active defense or resistance roll while casting, or are knocked back, knocked down, injured, 

grappled or otherwise distracted, make a Will-3 roll or lose the spell. Being Stunned spoils it automatically, 

and injury requires a Will roll penalized by shock penalty.  

Regular and Area spells take a penalty of -1 per hex to the target (the closest hex of an Area spell). A 

Wizard’s Baton negates -1 and a Wizard’s Staff negates -2, but you must point at target from the 

beginning, which may warn foes that you are up to something. 

Resisted Spells are limited to an effective skill of 16 against living or IQ 6+ targets unless they have more 

than 16 to resist. Unconscious or unaware targets automatically attempt to resist, willing and aware 

targets can choose not to. For area spells, you roll once, and everyone compares themselves to you. 

Healing Spells are penalized -1 per point of damage you’ve taken when you try to heal yourself. 

Melee and Missile Spells requires two rolls and two actions: one Concentration to cast and one Attack to 

hit the target. High skill does not reduce the cost of enlarging missiles, only the initial casting. Such spells 

remain in your hand (or staff for melee) until you throw it (missiles) or you hit someone (melee) or you 

willingly dissipate it (or drop a missile to the floor).  

Blocking Spells can be cast as an active defense. Skill does not reduce cost. Can only cast one per turn. 

Information Spells are at -1 per known item you ignore while seeking the closest something. Casting 

penalty is -0 for a 25-tile radius, -1 for a 150-tile radius, and -2 for a 300-tile (1 mile) radius. The GM rolls. 

Close Combat 
Whenever two opponents are in the same hex, close combat occurs. The one who initiated Close Combat 

“controls” the hex side he entered by and the two next to it. Cannot leave Close Combat through a side 

your opponent controls without evading and cannot leave while grabbed. 

Weapons: For melee, only Reach C can be used. Ranged attacks suffer penalty to hit (the weapon’s Bulk).  

Shields: Grants usual DB, but also -DB on all attacks, except on a turn when you initiate Close Combat. 

Takes a DX roll and a Ready maneuver to ditch a shield while in Close Combat. 

Readying Weapons: Requires a DX roll in Close Combat. Fast-Draw thus requires two rolls. 

Defenses in Close Combat: Can Dodge or Parry (with a reach C weapon), but not Block. 

Retreating: Can step through any “controlled” hex side (not just directly away). Allows any defense with 

the usual bonus. However: opponent still gets to make attack, and can continue attacking with reach C 

weapons until the end of their turn.  

Multiple Close Combat: 2 fighters may cooperate on a Takedown, 3 on a Pin. Use the best score +1/5th of 

the assistants’ score (round down). 

Attacking into Close Combat: -2. Target may only defend as per Defenses in Close Combat, On a 

successful dodge or a miss, you may hit another random target in that hex. 9 or less, or your chance to 

deliberately hit, whichever is worse. This new target may also defend. Keep rolling until you hit 

something, are parried, or run out of valid targets. 
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Grappling 
To hit: Roll the best of DX, Judo, Sumo Wrestling, or Wrestling 

Modifiers: +difference in SM (if larger than target), +0 for torso, -1 for arm/leg, -2 for hand/foot; -3 for 

neck/head, -4 for held item, +2 per hand after the first two. 

Target defends normally (block, parry, dodge) 

If you grabbed an item: foe cannot use it, and on later turns may make Regular Contest of ST to take it. 

A grabbed foe has: -4 DX, -2 to Block/Parry, -1 to Dodge. Additional effects based on what you grabbed: 

Arm/hand: Foe cannot use arm to attack/defend, Regular Contest of ST to force him to drop it.  
Leg/Foot: Foe cannot use leg to attack/defend,+3 on Takedown attempts (see below) 
Neck: Foe cannot use head to attack/defend, may attempt to strangle (see below) 
Torso: May attempt to pin prone foe (see below). 

A grabbing character has no penalties, but cannot use grabbing limbs to parry (unless you can lift your foe) 

Attacks While Grabbing 
Takedown: Force standing opponent to the ground. Quick Contest of the highest of ST, DX, or Grappling 

Skill. Loser falls into same hex and one adjacent hex chosen by winner. +3 if grabbing opponent’s leg/foot. 

Pin: Prevent prone opponent from acting. Must be grabbing Torso. Roll Regular Contest of ST, +3 per 

point of SM difference for largest contestant, +3 for the most free hands. Makes it very hard to break free. 

Strangle: Must usually grab by the neck. Quick Contest, your ST vs. ST or HT. -5 with just one hand, +2 per 

hand beyond 2. Deals crushing damage equal to margin of victory to neck (x1.5). Suffers Suffocation if any 

damage gets through (-1 FP per turn until he escapes). 

Free hands can make attacks with Reach C weapons; can bite even if out of free hands. 

May not Aim, Feint, Concentrate, Wait, or make ranged attack until grabbed foe is pinned or released. 

Can only move if foe is pinned (counts as encumbrance) or you have twice its ST. 

Actions while Grabbed 
Cannot: Aim, Feint, Concentrate, or Wait. Can only move if ST is over twice grabber’s ST. 

Attack or All-Out Attack: Must have free limb and Reach C attack, takes -4 from being grabbed, and any 

posture penalty (page 2), but otherwise free to attack anything in reach. 

Ready: If you have a hand free. Requires DX roll or drop the item. 

Break Free (Attack action): Quick Contest of ST. -4 if Stunned, +5 if grabbing with two hands, +2 per hand 

beyond that.  

If pinned, can only attempt to break free. Takes 10 Sec, opponent gets +5 in Quick Contest. 

 


